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Remembering
Jeffrey Beaton
In 2021, Board Director and Hospital
Trustee Jeff Beaton passed away
and will be deeply missed by the
Foundation and community. Jeff
supported many of our fundraising
events and was always warm and
welcoming to all our staff and
volunteers. Gifts were given in
Jeff’s honour to our 1907 Society
Endowment, an investment made
in perpetuity to further the impact
of our most generous volunteers.

Celebrating a
Record Year

There’s something very special about beating the odds.
Whether it’s a trauma patient in our Emergency Department,
a premature baby in our Neonatal Intensive Care Unit or a
family facing cancer, inspiration comes from every corner of
our Hospitals.

A message from
our Chair & CEO

Thanks to investments from donors like you, we’re changing
the way our care teams treat each patient. State-of-the-art
technology is being introduced in every department, clinical
spaces are expanding and innovative research and clinical
trials are finding new ways of treating disease.
We write this message looking back on the last year feeling
so encouraged that the Foundation didn’t meet a challenge
we couldn’t overcome. After two years of the COVID-19
pandemic, the odds simply weren’t always in our favour. Yet,
during these difficult and unprecedented times we have been
blown away by the generosity of our community in keeping
health care a priority. Despite cancelling some of our events,
postponing others and relying predominantly on digital
communications, you have stayed by our side and continued
to help us make an impact on the care at Lakeridge Health.

Janet Stewart
Chair, Lakeridge Health Foundation
Board of Directors

We ended 2021 celebrating our newly launched Our Cancer
Campaign with over 60% of our $20 million goal reached.
This past year saw record fundraising numbers through our
online personal fundraising pages – a unique and deeply
personal resource of community members wanting to raise
money in their own way. The new Interventional Radiology
Suite opened with double the space and boundless impact
for patients throughout the Hospital. We also received two
significant donations from some of our wisest community
members both focused on helping families in our Region
and the staff that care for them.
These staff members, and those of our own at the Foundation,
have persevered despite their personal challenges during
COVID-19 to ensure the health and safety of our community.
For our Foundation team, that meant thinking outside of the
box of traditional fundraising and keeping connected with you
through email, phone and even driveway visits. To all those at
Lakeridge Health who have persisted – we are in awe.
Our 2021 year marked our best fundraising results in 15
years, an achievement simply not possible without you.
Please take a moment to read through the inspiring stories of
our past year and take note of the community members who
have taken steps to support future generations of patients
and families in Durham Region.

Yves Gadler
Chief Executive Officer,
Lakeridge Health Foundation

Oh behalf of our Board of Directors, volunteers, staff and
physicians – thank you for making local health care your cause.
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Recognizing the
Incredible Staff of
Lakeridge Health
Donors Give Thanks
Through our Circle of
Gratitude program.
Being in the Hospital can be scary and stressful.
Whether it’s your own experience or that of a loved
one, it’s the compassionate teams at Lakeridge Health
that can make for a positive experience for everyone.
Lakeridge Health Foundation’s Circle of Gratitude
(COG) program provides families and patients an
opportunity to say thanks to those special individuals
and teams in our Hospitals. This year, generous
donors through the COG program donated more than
ever before despite the ongoing pandemic.
One very special story came our way at the end of
2021 from David and the Ross family. In the fall of that
year David’s father had surgery to remove a significant
tumour in his colon. Unfortunately, after returning
home to recover, his father suddenly experienced
complications related to an unknown issue with
his lungs. Dad ended up in the Intensive Care Unit
(ICU) at Northumberland and at 88 years old, he
quickly developed pneumonia and was transferred to
Lakeridge Health for specialized care.
“Ultimately, Dad passed away on my mom’s birthday
– October 12 – after being transferred back to
Northumberland Hills Hospital. But not without the
incredible efforts of many physicians and staff in
the ICU,” shares David. “We all felt Dad’s care was
top notch in every way by ALL of your staff and
management at Lakeridge. Everyone excelled in their
roles and clearly were working in Dad’s best interests.”
One particular staff member, however, really stood out
to David and his family. “Ruth was a ray of sunshine
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every time we saw her. She was caring, supportive and
engaging with a twinkle in her eye. She joked with Dad,
and came to understand his positive outlook on life.
Ruth looked beyond her patient to the person who she
cared for, and she clearly did care. She oozed humanity.”
After David’s father had spent well over 10 days in
intensive care across two hospital sites, he was in
desperate need of a shave. Ruth, a Registered Nurse
in the ICU noticed and reached out to David to ask for
a proper razor to help his father who had been clean
shaven his whole life. “Ruth told me later, unabashedly,
that Dad had not liked her shaving him, and that
she had to quit half way through. She said that Dad
joked that she was fired as his barber, but he would
appreciate her staying as his nurse. It really endeared
her to us and Dad.”
When David’s father was to be transferred back
to Cobourg, Ruth called the family to say she had
volunteered to go with him in the ambulance. “That
brought a tear to my eye,” remembers David. “Clearly,
she truly did care for Dad, and that alone brought
great comfort to us all. She also called me upon arrival
at Northumberland to reassure that all had gone
well on the trip and Dad was in good spirits.”
Losing a parent is a devastating experience, but
the Ross family look back on the experience with a
grateful outlook. “While Dad did die in the end, I have
to say that it is standout people who make the journey
a little more bearable. Ruth was hands down one of
those standout people!”
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“Having a loved one in hospital
isn’t always easy. Having a kindhearted, talented care team, and
standout people like Ruth makes
the journey a little more bearable.”
—David Ross

www.lhfoundation.ca
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Gratitude
Spotlight
“He quite literally saved my life.”
A patient’s donation made
Dr. John Dickie, Chief of Surgery,
a second time COG recipient.

Dr. Julie Francis, Oncologist with the
R.S. McLaughlin Durham Regional
Cancer Centre with her patient Janis
who made a donation in recognition
of the “care and professionalism”
she experienced during her care.

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit staff
were recognized by a family to
celebrate their son’s first birthday,
and recognize the amazing care
the team provided a year ago.

Dr. Audrey Li hit a milestone as she
received her 16th recognition through
the program. To date, she is the most
frequently recognized individual across
all participating Lakeridge Health sites.
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$2 Million Legacy Set
to Advance Cancer
Care for Generations
Family of Carol Wonnacott shares
that her wish was to always help
those in her community.

Last year Lakeridge Health Foundation
received the news that a very generous gift
was to be made from the Estate of Carol
Wonnacott, totaling $2 million in support of
cancer care.
The gift was in fact a long time coming. Set
aside after moving on from the family’s first
farm many years ago, Carol’s daughter Angela
shares that her mom and grandparents
wanted to ensure members of the Durham
Region community had the best available
health care, close to home.
Carol was born and raised in Whitby on a
beef cattle farm. She loved animals, was
an active 4-H Club member and had a
passion for music. Her parents, Chester and
Chrissy Lee, taught Carol to be the honest,
respectful and caring person she was
known to be by her family and friends.
Carol also taught music in Bowmanville and
surrounding areas. “Mom was a strong and
independent woman,” remembers Angela.
“She was always singing and playing piano in
the house.”
The family moved from Whitby to a farm in
Bowmanville and Angela grew up helping her
mom tend to their animals. She still lives on
the property, now with her husband Brian,
continuing her family’s tradition in farming.

www.lhfoundation.ca

“We’ve always been very family
oriented. Beyond that, Mom had a
solid group of friends and never once
missed a funeral or wedding.”
When the COVID-19 pandemic began,
Angela shares that it was very hard on
her mom to be away from those close to
her. In March of 2020, Carol experienced
a stroke and passed away. While she
never had cancer, Angela explains that
her family knew so many people who did.
“Mom was very giving and kind,” says
Angela, sharing that her mom’s legacy
would follow suit. Carol’s gift will have
a significant impact on cancer patients
throughout Durham Region, ensuring
families continue to receive exceptional
cancer care from one of Ontario’s top
cancer centres. Just as Carol would
have wanted.
Leaving a bequest to Lakeridge Health
Foundation is a personal and inspiring way to
make a difference in your community beyond
your lifetime. Our charitable giving experts
are here to answer any questions you may
have about how your legacy could impact
generations to come. For more information,
please connect with Christine Lukewich
at clukewich@lh.ca or 905-576-8711
extension 33824.
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Harry Peleshok
was One in a Million
6

In September, 100-year-old lifetime resident
of Oshawa Harry Peleshok donated
$1,000,000 to Lakeridge Health Foundation
as part of his belated birthday celebrations!
Harry was a member of the Air Force, a
firefighter, a home builder, a grocery store
owner and butcher. He later opened up his
own dealership and became a successful
car salesman. Married for 77 years to his late
wife Audrey, Harry had three children, four
grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.
An active member of the Oshawa Golf Club
since 1953 Harry could always be found
playing a round with friends all season.
Sadly, Harry passed away on February
9, 2022. His legacy will be remembered
through the impact of this incredible gift,
which set up an endowment fund to support
the needs of Lakeridge Health for at least
another 100 years to come.

Maximize impact when you
donate securities directly.
Harry’s generous $1,000,000 gift was made
through a donation of stock to Lakeridge
Health Foundation. Donating securities
directly to Lakeridge Health Foundation
eliminates the tax payable on any capital
gains you will earn. This means you can
support the future health care needs at
our Whitby and Oshawa Hospitals while
minimizing the cost of the donation to
you. No matter the amount, donating stock,
mutual fund shares or other securities to
charity is an easy and impactful way of
advancing health care in your community.
For more information, please connect with
Steve MacDonald at stmacdonald@lh.ca or
905-576-8711 extension 34176.
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Giving
Tuesday
Recognizing local
champions for going
above and beyond.
Giving Tuesday is a global initiative that takes place
every year after Black Friday and Cyber Monday.
It’s a time when we can all join forces and support
our favourite causes. In 2021, Lakeridge Health
Foundation recognized the community members
and hospital staff who are shining representatives
of our most dedicated supporters.
The 2021 Hospital Champion Award recognized a
group of inspired physicians who rallied together to
create the Dr. Benjamin Fuller and Family Endowment
Fund in Emergency Medicine to honour their colleague.
Following this success, the team pushed on to raise
their total to nearly $62,000 to recognize another
colleague, retiring Emergency Department veteran
Dr. Rudy Vandersluis.
The Douglas Brothers were recognized for
their perseverance and unique ideas during
the darkest days of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Kyle, Matt and Ryan were awarded the 2021
Community Champion Award. The family created
an extremely successful 8-hour challenge event,
Laps 4 Lakeridge Health, a daring winter bike
ride that raised over $22,000 for mental health.
The inaugural 2021 Youth in Philanthropy Award
was created to recognize a child or youth who has
stepped forward to support local health care. The
first ever recipient was inspiring teenager Brooklyn
Burger-Jacobs who raised over $100,000 to establish
the Kelly Burger Legacy Endowment Fund in honour
of her late mom. Brooklyn’s outstanding efforts and
commitment to advancing cancer care are inspiring
community members of all ages.

www.lhfoundation.ca

PHOTOS:(top to bottom) Brooklyn
Burger-Jacobs and family,
the Douglas Brothers, Oshawa
Emergency Department Physicians
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Community
Giving
1
50/50 Raffle continues
to draw winners
In 2021, the Foundation continued a successful 50/50
Raffle, while shifting its fundraising goals toward
cancer care in Durham Region. Funds raised were split
in half to ensure important updates could be made
to equipment and capital needs. The warmer months
brought larger jackpots – in June, the grand prize
winner was awarded $41,455!

2
Canoe Believe It?
In early 2021, James and Shawn Lant were searching
for a way to honour their Dad, Richard, who was
diagnosed with Melanoma in late 2020. The family
learned it quickly developed to Stage 4 resulting in
what would be a long and hard battle.
On July 30, 2021, the Lant brothers, along with
two friends, canoed and portaged 171 kilometers,
completing The Brent Run, an acclaimed trek through
Algonquin Park in 59 hours. Along with this amazing
achievement, they raised $18,620 to support the R.S.
McLaughlin Durham Regional Cancer Centre and
those impacted by cancer, including their father.

3
Taking Cancer Care to New Heights
In the summer we met the amazing Sandra Jack who
was diagnosed with breast cancer five years ago and
started receiving care at the R.S. McLaughlin Durham
Regional Cancer Centre. To celebrate her five-year
milestone, Sandra decided to check an item off her
bucket list, and use the opportunity to raise funding
for the Cancer Centre that meant so much to her.
Along with her friend Krista and Oncologist Dr. Leta
Forbes, the group completed the CN Tower EdgeWalk
on July 31, 2021, and raised over $15,000 for the R.S.
McLaughlin Durham Regional Cancer Centre.
“It’s only because of the excellent care and treatment I
received at this amazing Cancer Centre that I am still
alive today,” she said.

4
Teeing it Up for Cancer Care
After a year away from the greens, Lakeridge Health
Foundation’s Golf Classic, presented by The Mackie
Family, took place on August 17, 2021. Golfers were
eager to fill up spots for the golf tournament at the
prestigious King Valley Golf Club. With COVID-19
restrictions still in place, we were able to ensure that
120 golfers safely hit the links for cancer care.
The generosity of those golfers, and community
sponsors, raised over $164,000 in support of
comprehensive cancer care at Lakeridge Health,
funding services such as diagnostic imaging, surgery
and laboratory. Thank you to our generous sponsors,
community partners, volunteers and golfers for all of
the effort they put into ensuring a safe event was in
place to support exceptional health care, close to home.
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Winning big while
supporting local
cancer care

1
2

3
4

www.lhfoundation.ca
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Lakeridge
Health News
Independent Expert Panel
Recommends Whitby as
Site for New Hospital
The Lakeridge Health Board of Trustees has
received and accepted a recommendation from
the Expert Panel that a site in Whitby should be
protected for a proposed future hospital in Durham
Region. The recommendation was provided to the
Board following a phased process that included
a comprehensive public consultation on the
criteria used to score site proposals, a public
Call for Proposals to interested landowners, and
a rigorous evaluation and scoring process.
The independent Expert Panel’s recommendation
came after a scoring process of all sites, supported
by a Fairness Advisor and Subject Matter Experts.
The Panel recommended the Whitby site to the Board
of Trustees described as 50 acres of land south of
Highway 407, west of Highway 412, east of Lake Ridge
Road and north of Highway 7/Winchester Road. The
location is easily accessible due to its proximity to
major existing highways and roadways, as well as
planned public transit. Its location in central Durham
Region will help to serve residents across the Region.
“A proposed future hospital in Durham Region will
serve all the communities in Durham,” said Sharon
Cochran, Chair, Lakeridge Health Board of Trustees.
“We are pleased to accept the Expert Panel’s
recommendation regarding the Whitby site – this is an
important step in advancing the development of a new
hospital as envisioned in our Master Planning process.”
Lakeridge Health’s Master Plan identifies capital
investments needed to meet projected demand in
Durham Region over the next 25 years, including the
proposed new hospital. With this endorsement from
the Board, Lakeridge Health will work with the Town
of Whitby on the next steps in the process, as well as
further consultations with community stakeholders.
Simultaneously, Lakeridge Health will partner with the
Ministry of Health to work through the multi-stage
approval processes for a new hospital.
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Proposed future hospital site

An Epic Transition
Last year, Lakeridge Health partnered with six hospital
organizations, representing 14 hospitals in Central
East Ontario, to introduce Epic – a new, digital clinical
information system (CIS) that allows care teams at
different sites to all have access to the same, real-time
information about a patient. “Epic is a game changer
for Central East Ontario,” said Dr. Ilan Lenga, Chief
Information Officer and Chief Medical Information
Officer at Lakeridge Health. “It will vastly improve
the way we deliver care across Central East Ontario
for generations to come.” The Epic system will have
important implications for consistent, high-quality care
no matter where a patient goes within the region.
The benefits of a singular, connected system were
seen right away. In late in 2021, a patient in the
Oshawa Critical Care Unit needed additional care
at Scarborough Health Network (SHN). The Critical
Care team quickly logged in to the Epic system to
update the patient’s information so it was immediately
accessible by those transporting and accepting the
patient at SHN.
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Introducing
Our Cancer
Campaign
Because we can’t fight the
cancer battle on hope alone.

Cancer is one of the biggest and most life-altering foes
our world and our community have ever faced – and
we’re facing it together. In October of 2021, Lakeridge
Health Foundation launched Our Cancer Campaign,
a $20 million campaign to raise funds for research,
education, capital projects and equipment that will
advance cancer care across our hospital, our region
and beyond. Our Cancer Campaign will invest in every
facet of the cancer journey to ensure our community
continues to receive the comprehensive care they
need and deserve, today and for years to come.
To help Lakeridge Health stay abreast of innovations
in cancer care technology and treatment, we have
earmarked $5 million of our campaign goal for planned
gifts and endowments from individuals, groups and
foundations looking to make an impact for future
generations of patients and their families.
In the past year alone, approximately 7,000 new
cancer patients have visited our hospital, earning
Durham Region the unwelcome designation of having
three per cent of Canada’s cancer cases yet only one
per cent of its population.
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The numbers will continue to climb as our population
grows and ages. Already one of the fastest growing
metropolitan areas in Canada, Durham Region is
expected to double in size in the next 20 years. Our
community will also see a projected 58% increase in
cancer cases, resulting in an unprecedented demand
for cancer services.
Cancer is the #1 cause of death in Canada, but the
good news is that it can be beaten. Lakeridge Health
is diagnosing cancer earlier and helping people live
longer thanks to incredible advances in cancer care.
Discoveries in cancer genetics and advanced imaging
mean doctors can stop some cancers before they
even start.
State-of-the-art equipment and minimally-invasive
surgery means patients can spend less time in hospital
with fewer complications, so they can get back to their
lives and families sooner. Our Cancer Campaign will
equip our hospital for the Durham Region of tomorrow.
By investing in advanced technologies, equipment
and resources today, we’ll continue to have what it
takes to face cancer together. It’s not your cancer. It’s
ours. Now more than ever is the time for our entire
community to act.
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Our Goal
$20 Million

$5 Million (Future Fund)

$15 Million

Endowment and Planned Giving
for the Future

Immediate Capital, Equipment
and Research Priorities

www.lhfoundation.ca
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When History
Repeats Itself
In 1907, Adelaide McLaughlin
rallied alongside a group of
community volunteers to purchase
the land that would become home
to the Oshawa Hospital. With
just $1,000, boundless passion,
determination and the belief that
health is everyone’s responsibility,
they started a movement that
lives on today in the spirit and
generosity of the entire Durham
Region community.
One hundred years later,
Lakeridge Health opened the
doors to the R.S. McLaughlin
Durham Regional Cancer Centre.

Named in honour of Adelaide’s
husband, the Cancer Centre was
made possible with a remarkable
$42.5 million in community
support during the Heroes of
Hope Campaign between 2001–
2007. Today, the R.S. McLaughlin
Durham Regional Cancer Centre
is one of the top cancer centres in
Ontario. We provide a full range of
cancer care, from prevention and
screening, to diagnosis, treatment
and psychosocial care, to nearly
18,000 community members a
year, resulting in over 124,500
visits annually.

Every time someone in our
community hears the words, “you
have cancer,” they know they
have the backing of generations
of Durham Region residents
and supporters who understand
that cancer doesn’t just affect
individuals. Cancer changes
families and it impacts entire
communities. Thanks to the
support of donors like you, we
exceeded our goals before and
with your continued help, we will
again. That’s the kind of community
we are and always have been.

“When examining a tissue sample
for signs of cancer, we know
how much of an impact our
findings will have. It’s something
we take seriously because we
know how grave the result can
be. Every sample that comes
to our lab is connected to not
just a person, but an entire
circle of family and friends.”
—Dr. Nadia Ismiil, Chief and Medical Director,
Laboratory Medicine Program
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Advancing Cancer
Care With Your Help
Cancer is a formidable enemy and it simply
won’t bend under the efforts of a few. If we
want to beat cancer we have to back up
hope — with action. And if we’re serious
about doing something about this disease,
then we need to be all in. That’s why Our
Cancer Campaign is backed by a 34-person
Campaign Cabinet, made up of the most
dedicated community and medical leaders
in Durham Region.
Since the launch of Our Cancer Campaign,
countless individual donors, corporations
and community groups have come together
and helped reach over 60% of the $20
million goal. But we still have a ways to go.
Paul Mackie Sr. of The Mackie Group and
Mackie Real Estate is one of four Campaign
Co-Chairs at the helm of the Cabinet.
“Lakeridge Health saved my life more than
once – as a child and again recently as
a cancer patient. I have a deep personal
connection to this Hospital. Like others, my
cancer diagnosis had an effect on my entire
family. It wasn’t about just me, but how
cancer was going to change the course of
our lives,” says Paul. “Hope was a powerful
thing for us, but you learn quickly that hope
alone can’t fight cancer. Hospital experts
rely on technology and research funded by
donors in the community to diagnose and
treat this disease. When you realize no one
can escape cancer it comes as no surprise
why cancer should be our cause. On behalf
of my fellow Cabinet members I want to
continue to challenge the community –
every person, business, community group
and team – to help us save lives and join
forces against cancer.”
To learn more and follow along with the
impact of Our Cancer Campaign please visit
www.ourcancer.ca

Our Priorities
After a rigorous consultation process with
our Hospital partners, the Foundation
aligned Our Cancer Campaign with six key
areas of cancer care at Lakeridge Health.
Ensuring every step in the cancer care
journey receives financial support including
the future needs of our patients, funds raised
through the campaign are being directed in
the following categories:

$1.6 million

Diagnostic and Medical Imaging

$4.1 million

Surgical Oncology

$1.3 million

Laboratory and Pathology

$2.8 million

Treatment and Technology

$5.2 million

Research and Innovation

Over 60% Achieved
and Counting
15

Spotted in the
Community!

2
4

1
3

PHOTOS:
1 Patient Miriam and husband
Lixie celebrate their
involvement by posing with
their billboard in Whitby.
2 Dynamic duo Dr. Audrey Li
and nurse Paulette Goulard
dressed to match their transit
shelter ad in Oshawa.
3–4 Launchpad, the Foundation’s
young leaders group, helped launch
Our Cancer Campaign with their
own special event in October
at Butchie’s Restaurant.
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We’re
Pumped!
Smart IV Pump
Campaign Closes
with 200 New
Machines Funded

In 2018, our Foundation announced
the need to fund 200 Smart IV
Pumps for the Oshawa and Whitby
Hospitals. These new and improved
pumps are mini-computers that
support the administration of
IV medication to a patient in our
care. The technology ensures
medication doses match up with
patient information while at the
same time housing online drug
libraries to ensure accuracy.
At $5,000 each, we asked donors
to help raise $1 million so that
departments at our Oshawa and
Whitby Hospitals could benefit
from the mass Hospital-wide
upgrade. Smart IV Pumps are
used in nearly every department
of the Hospital including the
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit,
surgery, chemotherapy suites,
and of course the Intensive Care
Unit (ICU) where many COVID-19
patients have been receiving care
for extended periods of time.
Thanks to the generosity of
many donors, community groups
and local organizations, we are
thrilled to share that all 200
Smart IV Pumps have been
funded and replaced in our
Oshawa and Whitby Hospitals.

www.lhfoundation.ca

The following list highlights donors who gave $5,000
and up in support of this important campaign.

$100,000+

$10,000-$24,999

In honour of Mom and Dad, Love
Lois and Lawrence Boyko

Bevy of Hope Breast
Cancer Foundation
Dr. Hak Ming and Deborah Chiu
Douglas Family – CRCS DKI
Herman Kassinger Foundation
Kamstra Family
Kinsmen Club of Oshawa
Ontario Power Generation
O’Regan Family
Oshawa N.A.S.C. Hockey
Rotary Club of Oshawa Parkwood
Rotary Club of Whitby Sunrise

$50,000-$99,999
Anonymous

$25,000-$49,999
Drive 4 Dollars
Hockey for Health Heroes
Lakeridge Health Whitby
Volunteer Services
The W. Garfield Weston
Foundation

$5,000-$9,999
Endras Automotive Group
Halloway Developments Limited
George Jorisch
Linda McGill
OWASCO
Royal Canadian Legion
Branch 152
2
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Introducing the
New Interventional
Radiology Suite
Much-Anticipated Renovation Now
Complete and Open to Patients
The summer months marked an exciting time for
Lakeridge Health and its Interventional Radiology team.
Complex renovations and rigorous planning resulted in
an impressive new department area – one of the most
innovative at Lakeridge Health’s Oshawa site.
The redeveloped Interventional Radiology (IR) suite
offers Durham Region residents an improved patient
experience and increased access to life-saving
interventions that treat a number of diseases and
health conditions, such as cancer, kidney disease,
women’s health issues, and cardiovascular conditions.
The former IR space, which was located in the
Diagnostic Imaging area of the Oshawa Hospital, did
not have a dedicated pre- and post-procedure area
for consultations, preparation, and recovery. It also
housed older equipment in some of the smallest
rooms of their kind in the country.
The extensive redevelopment project resulted in a
department two times its original size, increased
safety for staff, and allowed for technologically
advanced 3-D imaging equipment so staff can
perform much more complex procedures.
“The new IR design is a remarkable investment that will
advance the Diagnostic Imaging program at Lakeridge
Health and our goal to provide high-quality, safe,
efficient, and effective patient care,” said Ron Burke,
Director of Diagnostic Imaging, Lakeridge Health.
“Our team is thrilled to work in this newly renovated
and relocated space.”
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By moving out of the former Diagnostic Imaging area,
the IR renovation has made room for a complete
revitalization of the Ultrasound department in the
Oshawa Hospital that will ultimately include seven
private rooms and upgraded space for staff to offer
consults and review scans.
The project was made possible thanks to $5 million in
donor support from the community to the Foundation’s
iSupport Campaign between 2015–2017 with key
commitments from The Auxiliary of Lakeridge
Health Oshawa and a collective of car dealerships
in Durham Region. Aside from the new procedure
rooms, a family waiting area was also constructed
and includes a donor wall recognizing all supporters
who gave $10,000 or more to this project.
With COVID-19 precautions in mind, small donor
groups have been slowly coming in to see the funded
space for themselves including Carlee Fraser, of
Fraser Auto Group. “After losing a cherished member
of our team to cancer, we were inspired to help
ensure we have advanced health care, close to home.
When dealerships throughout Durham Region came
together to support the new Interventional Radiology
suite, we knew our family’s dealerships had to be
involved. We were thrilled to tour the new suite and
see the amazing equipment and technology in person.
We were beyond impressed with the complexity of
procedures being performed, and the impact the suite
will have on the overall health of this community.”
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Annual
Donor Listing
The annual donor list is based on generous
gifts received between January 1, 2021 and
December 31, 2021.

$1,000,000+

$25,000-$49,999

Harry Peleshok Family
Carol Wonnacott and Chester
and Chrissy Lee

Dorene Ballik, in honour
of Sid Ballik
Douglas Family – CRCS DKI
Estate of Jerry R. Everett
John Konarowski Memorial
Golf Tournament
KPMG
Manufacturing and Technology
Centre (MTC)
Ontario Motor Sales
Scotiabank
In honour of Dr. Rudy Vandersluis
Rick and Lynda Williams

$100,000 – $999,999
In honour of Mom and Dad, Love
Lois and Lawrence Boyko
Distress Centre Durham
Nestlé and The Workplace Present
Whitby Oshawa Honda

$50,000 - $99,999
The Etta I. Jackson
Charitable Foundation
Dorothy J. Barbaro
Estate of Ronald Otto Bauer
In honour of Kelly Burger
John and Isabelle Foundation
Perry Family
Margaret Stainton
Anonymous

www.lhfoundation.ca

$10,000-$24,999
407 ETR
Lina Apicella
The Auxiliary of Lakeridge
Health Oshawa
Bevy of Hope Breast
Cancer Foundation
Philip Burrett
Carpenters Local 397
Connor, Clark & Lunn
Financial Group
CN
Dell Canada Inc.
Del Monte Canada

The Dragon Flies Breast
Cancer Survivor Group
Drive Auto Group - Midway
Nissan Motors Ltd.
Elexicon Energy
Fieldgate Developments
John & Betty Foley
Fraser Auto Group
Charyl Galpin
Herman Kassinger Foundation
In honour of Richard Lant
Laps 4 Lakeridge Health
In honour of Bernard
James Lazette
Lisa Young Invitational
Golf Tournament
Mackie Family
Mercedes-Benz Durham
Anne and Charles Morison
Mothersill Family
Ontario Power Generation
OWASCO and The Robert &
Susan Verwey Foundation
Petley-Hare’s March
for Mental Health
Powell Farms
Ron and Nancy Compton
Foundation
Hans J. Sanders
Sandra’s CN Tower Edgewalk team
In honour of Greg Shannon
Estate of William H. Sich
Will and Tanya Stephen
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Patricia Jeanne Stephenson
Sunspace
Teknicor Corporation
Dr. Shannon Trainor
In honour of Robert and
Brian Tisseman
In honour of Jeffrey Todd Vettese
Whitby Toyota
Anonymous

$5,000-$9,999
AC Technical Systems Ltd.
Aviva Canada
BKco
Milly and Ron Bouckley
The Carriage House
Retirement Residence
Gillian and Jack Churchill
R. Cox and J. Walkey-Cox
Dalray Contracting Inc.
Dr. A. John and Lynne Dickie
Durham Regional Police
Services Board
Farm Boy Company Inc. - Whitby
Halloway Developments Limited
HDR Architecture Associates Inc.
Heathbridge Capital
Management Ltd.
Bill and Debbie Hinan
International Women’s
Day Fundraiser
Tom and Fay Jermyn
Johnson Insurance Inc.
David and JoAnn Linklater
Little Buck
Surat and Raj Mathur
Linda McGill
O’Regan Family
Oshawa Centre
Penske Truck Leasing
Petley-Hare Insurance Brokers
Rae and Joan Pickell
Linda and Alfred Quinnell
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Reva Realty Inc.
Antonio and Isolina Ricciuto
WB White Financial Services Inc.
Jean Williams
John and Magda Zoelman
Anonymous (3)

$1,000-$4,999
AGR Insurance
All Insurance
Berwin Adams
Chris Adams
Mike and Catherine Ambler
Matthew Anderson
Andrew Foundation
Avison Young Real Estate
Services LP
Denis Ayotte and Family
Barnes Memorial Funeral Home
Jeffery Beaton
Elizabeth Beatty
Bell Canada
Stan and Jackie Bezaire
Linda Biddle
Dr. Peter Blecher
George Boeck
Jean Brown
Budgell Family
CAA Insurance
Carpenters and Allied
Workers Local 27
Dr. Thomas Cheung
Dr. Anthony Chin
Chiu Yung and Kin Ming
Cheung Foundation
Clintar
Coachman Insurance Company
CONPUTE
Cowan Buick GMC
Albert Craig
D.G. Biddle & Associates
Eleanor and Stephen Damant
Dr. Paul Das

Cynthia Davis
Deer Creek Cares
Charitable Foundation
MarjaLiese and Dan Deeth
John and Cathy DeJong
Dineen Construction Corporation
Richard and Margaret Donald
Don Lea Lumber
Ralph Edmeads
Ecosystem Energy
Peter Escott
Wilma Fairbrother
Faith United Church U.C.W.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fenton
Raymond Ferry
Jane Flanagan
Gordon Forester
Dr. Benjamin and Kim Fuller
The G&T Watson Foundation
Yves, Deidre and Andre Gadler
Dr. David Gee
Geoff & Pat Aleong Foundation
Glenn and Ellenor Gilbert
Adriana Goodacre
Janet Grainger
Graziani Corazza Architects Inc.
Elizabeth Green
Dr. Kevin Green
Paul Green
Paul Gryglewicz
Andre Haaksma
Dr. Brian and Darlene Hadden
Linda Hamilton
Ronna Hand
H. Armour Hanna
Donald Hardy
John Hare
Harmony Hill Retirement
Residences
Sharyn Hessin
Susanne Hillebrand and Greg
and Caitlyn Murchison
HMA The BENEFITS People
Wendy Howe
Catherine Howson
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HTM Insurance Company
Rob Hutton
Mary Ingarao
Dr. Katey Jakins
James Insurance Broker Limited
Jessica King Wine Drive
John Howard Society of Durham
Kawartha Pine Ridge ETFO
Deborah Kawecki
Donald and Marie Kellett
Douglas Kerr
Kinsmen Club of Oshawa
Diana and Robert Kirk
Sharon Kirkland
Kiwanis Club of
Sydenham, Oshawa
Dr. Satyam and Chaya
Devi Kondapaneni
Dr. Ravdeep Kukreja
Ronald Lacoursiere
Louise and Louis LaLande
Braeden Lanos
Bonnie Larson-Knight
Layer 8 Solutions Inc
Jennifer Levesque
Andrew Li – Gen Z Under
The Strange Time
LiUNA! Local 183
Wendy Long-Davies
Judi Longfield
Joan Lounds
Arthur L. Lovell
Dr. Timothy Lussier
Carol Lynde
Paul and Olga Lysyk
Steve MacDonald and
Amanda Holmes
Bruce and Marie Madgett
Adrian Manders
Marjorie Pogson Charitable Fund
Mason Bennett Johncox
Professional Corporation
Dr. Arun and Dr. Soania Mathur
Donna and Filip Mayer
Jack and Alice McCarnan

www.lhfoundation.ca

Bruce McDiarmid
Dr. Patrick McGarry
John and Ruth McLeod
Emma and Kevin McMorram
Patrick McSwiggan
David Meadwell
Steve and Corrine Meek
Dr. Amar Mehta
Shar Mercier
Corrado Misseri
Mitchell & Whale Insurance Limited
MNP
George and Kay Moore
Steven and Karen Moote
Dr. Philip Moran
Morning Glory Kingdom Ministry
Dr. Farley Moss
Dr. Victoria Mount
Zak and Amanda Mroueh
In honour of Arlene Murray
Dr. Gerritt Murray
Vincent and Eve Musaib-Ali
Mutual Mechanical
N. Pidwerbecki Family Foundation
Dr. Larry Nijmeh
Dr. Peter Noble
Ontario Power Generation
Employees Charity Trust
Ontario Tech University
Bill and Beatrice O’Regan
Oshawa Minor Hockey Association
Oshawa Professional Fire Fighters
Association Benevolent Fund
Paradisaic Building Group Inc.
Parkin Architects Limited
Maria Passias
Murray and Marjorie Paterson
Mike Pauli
Dr. Muhammad Fairoze Poonah
Maurice and Donna Preston
Dr. Adam Pyle
Maureen Reed
Dana and Andrew Reedman
Wendy and Brock Reville
Jean Rickard

John Roberts
W. Michael Roche
Betty Rodger
Barry Rogers
Beverley E. Rogers
Dr. Sinnadurai Sangaralingham
Stephen and Patti Selby
Seneca Trail PS Klausen/
Ducharme Day
Ken and Nancy Shaw
Thomas and Lisa Smart
The Souq
Theepa Srinanthan
Om Srivastava
St. Jude Oshawa
Community Centre
Stack/Nissen Family
Bob and Daniele Stephenson
Janet and Mark Stewart
Dr. Valerie Swift
Wayne and Marina Sytsma
Tammy Lee Hanlon
Insurance Agency Inc.
James and Eleanor Tandy
Helen Thibodeau
Gary Thistle
Tim Hortons Oshawa Smile
Cookie Campaign
Carol Torrente
Trent University Durham GTA
Ulanicki Family
Estate of Olive Vaillancourt
Maria Van Leeuwen
John and Tess Van Netten
Pat Vernon
George and A. Jane Waller
Joe Weinstock
David and Lydia Westlake
Will Davidson LLP
Glenn Williams
Ken R. Worsley
Anne and Larry Wright
Ruth Wright
Barbara Yaki
Anonymous (26)
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Thank You
A grateful patient recently
acknowledged his therapy
team by funding a lift device
in the Stroke Unit.

A new ice machine was purchased
for the Emergency Department
to help patients and staff
thanks to the generosity of
a special donor in 2021.

Thanks to your support, the
Medicine Program received two new
bladder scanners to help provide
more comfort, achieve better
outcomes and improve quality
of living for our patients.
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Gift of Great Health Care
For Future Generations

Leaving a Legacy
Beyond your Lifetime

Donors looking to make an impact
now, and in the future, have
generously set up an Endowment
Fund with Lakeridge Health
Foundation with a donation of
$25,000 or more. These funds are
invested through the Foundation
in perpetuity, providing a reliable
and ongoing commitment to
various areas of Lakeridge Health.
Endowment Funds are a deeply
personal and impactful way to
address both the immediate and
long-term needs of our Hospital.

The following group of distinguished
individuals have planned a gift to
Lakeridge Health Foundation in their
Will. These future donations will
help deliver exceptional health care
to Durham Region residents in the
years to come so that our Hospital
can advance beyond their lifetime.

1907 Society Endowment Fund
Anne and Charles Morison
Endowment Fund
Beryl Soldin Endowment Fund
Dr. Benjamin Fuller and
Family Endowment Fund
in Emergency Medicine
Dr. Hak Ming Chiu and Deborah
Chiu Education & Research
Award Endowment Fund
Harry Peleshok Family
Endowment Fund
Herman Kassinger Foundation
Endowment Fund
Kelly Burger Legacy
Endowment Fund
Margaret Stainton Nursing Bursary

www.lhfoundation.ca

Paula E. Arscott
Lil Beamish and Katherine Helleur
Robert M. Benson
Stan and Jackie Bezaire
Dorise V. Bilenduke
Jim Brewster and Family
Gillian and Jack Churchill
Sandra M. Cole
Ilda C. Deluca
Jane Froese
Gadler/Lam Family
Donald and Beryl Gorrie
H. Armour Hanna
Pamela J. Harlow
Lynda Hatfield
Helen Hedge
Marilynn and George Henderson
Gavin F. Machado
Bruce and Sue MacKenzie
Doug and Arliene Marshall
Dennis Mastroianni
Jill McClurg
Carolyn McCutcheon
Dorothy R. McLaren
George and Anna Mitchell
Jim and Louise Mulderrig
Peter and Lydia Nelles
Margaret Ronco
Freda Ryder
Bob and Lucy Southern
Violet Taylor
Patricia D. White
Anonymous (5)
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Financial
Summary
January 1, 2021–December 31, 2021

Total Revenue

Expenses

$14,121,000 $2,735,000
Revenue from
Fundraising

$7,272,000

Grants to Lakeridge

$2,448,000

Revenue from
Investments and
Other Income

$6,849,000
*Full financial statements for 2021/2022 fiscal
year (April to March) can be found on our
website at www.lhfoundation.ca
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“I don’t know what I did in this
life to deserve this kind of
support. But it feels like
I have a nation around me.”
—Steve Slack, Grateful Patient

Thank you for
your support.

Connect with your community.
Connect with us!
@lhfoundation_
@lakeridgehealthfoundation

Stay in touch with your
community! Subscribe
to our fresh e-newsletter.
Email foundation@lh.ca now.

@LHFoundation_
Lakeridge Health Foundation

1 Hospital Court, Rm A1-116
Oshawa, ON L1G 2B9
T (905) 433-4339
F (905) 743-5306
www.lhfoundation.ca
foundation@lh.ca

The standards Program Trustmark is a mark
of Imagine Canada used under license by
Lakeridge Health Foundation.
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